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I. Multilateral surveillance and
policy coordination:

– Broad Economic Policy Guidelines

– Implementation Report

II. Lisbon process
– Structural Indicators to monitor 

progress in structural reforms



BEPGs 2003-2005

Guideline 4:
.    In order to contribute to raise Europe’s growth potential and to

tackle the budgetary implications of ageing populations, Member 
States should over the coming three years:

“Improve the combined incentive effects of 
taxes and benefits, reduce high marginal 
effective tax rates in order to eliminate 
unemployment and poverty traps, cut the tax 
burden on low-paid labour, improve the 
administration of eligibility criteria for 
benefits whilst preserving an adequate level of 
social protection, and ensure the efficiency of 
job search assistance for benefit recipients”.
(see also Employment Guideline 8).



LISBON PROCESS

Lisbon European Council in Spring 2000

The strategic goal for the next decade: 
“To become the most competitive and dynamic 
knowledge-based economy in the world capable of 
sustainable economic growth with more and better 

jobs and greater social cohesion” (paragraph 5)

Need for regular discussion and assessment of the 
progress made in achieving this goal on the basis of 

commonly agreed structural indicators

Annual SPRING REPORT by the Commission



Annual Commission Communication 
on Structural Indicators

• 2003:     list of 42 structural indicators
(107 indicators when including 
disaggregations and sub-indicators)

• 2004:     a shortlist of  14 indicators

• The full dataset:  107 indicators



Tax-benefit indicators in the
structural indicators database

Tax rates on low-wage earners (67% of APW)

Tax wedge on labour costs (single person)

Unemployment trap (single person)

Low-wage trap (single person)
(one-earner couple with two children)
- Average of the METRs over the income range 

of 33-67% of the APW wage  



Tax wedge on labour costs (67% of APW)



METR for unemployment trap (67% of APW)



METR for low-wage trap, single person
(33-67% of APW)



METR for low-wage trap, one-earner couple,
Two children (33-67% of APW)



Implementation reports of the BEPGs

2003 
• Tax-benefit reforms remain piecemeal and too much 

focused on the tax side
• Few steps have been taken (or announced) to reform 

benefit systems to reduce the risk of unemployment and 
inactivity traps

• Labour market reforms have been stepped up in some 
areas but appear insufficient to reach the Lisbon targets

2004
• The pace of labour market reforms maintained
• Measures to enhance work incentives continued to focus 

on tax reforms



A new start for the Lisbon strategy
(Spring report 2005)

Assessment:
• Gap in living standards widened (EU vs. USA)
• Slow progress regarding employment

A new start:
• Europe’s action need more focus

on GROWTH AND JOBS

• More and better jobs (Kok report)
– More people into employment, more modern social protection
– More adaptability and flexibility
– More human capital through better education and skills
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